
LLC—have offered to help bring Intermet out of bankruptcy
by investing $75 million. The catch? The hedge funds would
obtain a majority of Intermet’s new stock. They would assist
in stripping the assets of Intermet, and then likely sell off the
remaining company, hoping that Intermet’s bonds appreciate China’sControlledReform
somewhat, so that it can make a profit on selling them, too.

The Dearborn, Michigan-based Meridian, a major parts ToKeepCurrencyStable
supplier which filed for bankruptcy this year, is another exam-
ple. Soros Fund Management LLC, the vehicle of George byMary Burdman
Soros, and Davidson Kempner Advisors, Inc., another lead-
ing hedge fund, have bought up some of Meridian’s second-

The People’s Bank of China, the nation’s central bank, endedtier secured debt.
The hedge funds would invest and play with the auto the peg of the renminbi (RMB) to the U.S. dollar and adjusted

the RMB-dollar exchange rate by 2.1%, to 8.11 to the dollar,suppliers’ debt the same way that the vulture funds did with
Argentina’s in the past few years, leaving them a husk of what on July 21. The RMB had been directly pegged to the dollar

since 1995. The PBOC announcement, issued late in the daythey were.
from Beijing, said that beginning July 21, “China will reform
the exchange-rate regime by moving into a managed floating-GM’s Course

But overriding much of what will happen in the auto parts exchange-rate regime, based on market supply and demand,
with reference to a basket of currencies.” The aim of thesupplier sector will be what General Motors does over the

next few months. PBOC is to maintain a “basically stable” RMB exchange rate,
“so as to promote the basic equilibrium of the balance ofGM CEO Wagoner effectively announced on June 7 that

senior management intends to liquidate GM as a functioning payments and safeguard macroeconomic and financial stabil-
ity.” In a press statement July 19, after a two-day meetingenterprise in the United States: He told a stockholders meeting

that he would oversee the elimination of 25,000 additional in Hohot, Inner Mongolia, of the PBOC’s head officers and
provincial branches, the Bank announced it would keep thehourly United Auto Workers production workers’ jobs, ac-

companied by the closure of an unspecified number of produc- RMB rate “basically stable at a reasonable and balanced
level” in the second half of 2005.tion facilities—probably seven—all by 2008. Given the speed

with which GM is being dismembered, many of these cuts The daily dollar-RMB trading price “will continue to be
allowed to float within a band of 0.3% around the centralin employment and production will occur in the immediate

future. GM had already closed five production facilities be- parity published by the PBOC” each day, “while the trading
prices of the non-U.S. dollar currencies against the RMB willfore this June 7 announcement.

During the past two months, GM has used an “employee be allowed to move within a certain band announced by the
PBOC,” the Bank’s statement said. It will adjust thediscount price” sales promotion, offering cars to everyone

at the discount price that a GM employee would pay. GM exchange-rate band “when necessary according to market de-
velopment as well as the economic and financial situation.”reportedly increased sales in June of 2005 by 47% over sales

in June 2004, and may register sales increases for July. How- Malaysia ended the dollar peg of its currency, the ringgit, the
same day.ever, the company sold cars during July with a price incentive

totalling $4,584 per vehicle. On all but a few of its 70 to 80 This very important decision in Beijing, was not the
change which the Bush Administration, some members ofmodels, it likely lost money per unit car sold. GM simply

cleared out inventory. Congress, and central banks in Japan and elsewhere have
been demanding of China since the beginning of 2003. TheMost frightful is the direction of the policy that GM plans

to pursue. The July 24 CarConnection.com reported that “GM pressure has been as heavy as that exerted on Japan to sign on
to the 1985 “Plaza Accord”—which plunged Japan into arecruited Stephen Girsky, a respected Wall Street analyst, to

act as a full-time adviser.” In truth, Girsky, who works for huge financial bubble and bust—and as that on China to de-
value during the height of the 1997-98 Asian financial crisis,Morgan Stanley, had, in the words of the June 8 Detroit News,

“estimated that 45 percent of GM’s North American produc- which China rejected then.
High-level economists in Beijing are emphasizing thattion capacity . . . is unused or produces models that generate

little or no profit,” and thus could be shut down. With Girsky China has not in reality “converted to ‘floating’ its currency.”
The PBOC statement is very carefully worded: The RMBas an advisor, GM would be pursuing a course of dismem-

berment. exchange rate is now being determined “in reference to” a
basket of currencies, including the U.S. dollar and others. TheIn view of the speed with which the auto shutdown has

been proceeding, the LaRouche solution on retooling must dollar peg was very specific; now, that is not the case. This
situation gives the People’s Bank “a free hand” to maintaingain force.
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the “basic stability” of the currency, without being forced into government leaders, on their alleged pre-arrangement of the
fall of the Berlin Wall. The People’s Bank was quick to correctspecific valuations due to other currencies’ gyrations.
these sentiments.

On July 26, the Bank issued a “solemn statement” toSolemn Statement
There were important political considerations for this deny that the 2.1% revaluation of the RMB is just a “first

step” towards further increases. While welcoming “responsi-move, especially because China does not want a trade war
with the United States or European Union. It would have ble and objective” coverage of its decision, the PBOC an-

nounced, “certain foreign media have misled the public andbeen extremely difficult, given the current world economic
situation, for Beijing to hold onto the fixed peg to the dollar even wrongly speculated that the revaluation of RMB by

2% was only the first step in a series of adjustments, whichfor much longer. However, pronouncements in various inter-
national publications, asserting that this was simply the “ini- could ‘lead to expectations for further RMB revaluation by

the People’s Bank of China in the non-distant future.’ ” Thistial” step to a “free” float, or that the matter had been secretly
pre-announced to the U.S. Administration, are reminiscent is not the case; the revaluation “does not in the least imply

an initial move which warrants further actions in the future.”of the after-the-fact self-congratulations of former Western

on a selective basis. And therefore, what the net effect will
LaRouche:ChinaCurrency be, there will be a slight degree of float, within a regulated

interval, in which the float will be reflected in an averageCollapseWould FinishDollar
change in price, not a uniform standard, across the board,
change in price. So, there’d be an adjustment.

In a telephone discussion with a West Coast LaRouche Now, if the U.S. system were to collapse, or the Chi-
Youth Movement meeting on July 23, 2005, Lyndon nese currency were to collapse, or the Japanese currency,
LaRouche responded to a query concerning the signifi- or South Korean currency, you’d have an immediate col-
cance of reports that the Chinese currency, the renminbi, lapse of the dollar. You’d have an immediate collapse of
was no longer pegged to the dollar, and whether the United Europe. You would have a Dark Age over this planet, if
States would react in some way. you had that kind of system. So, if anything like that were

to happen, forget it, buddy! Get off the planet! It’s com-
Well, first of all, don’t believe any of the reports of the type ing down!
you’re reflecting in your remarks. No such thing happened. So, don’t believe what you hear. And don’t try to ask

Under tremendous pressure from the United States yourself, or ask others, or answer questions, where some-
government, China made a compromise to establish a float body assumes that what happened in the Chinese currency
of the value of its currency within a bracket; within a range, is what was reported as the “Snow job”—that is, the Trea-
a fairly small range. In other words, the Chinese currency sury Secretary Snow, who does Snow jobs for Bush and
is not a free-floating currency. So, it’s not been allowed to the Vice President, or the President of Vice. Don’t believe
float. It’s been allowed to adjust, an adjusting float within any of it. It’s all garbage. It’s misinformation.
a certain bracket which will be very tightly managed by So don’t try to answer the question, or interpret the
the Chinese government. question that’s posed to you, because the question itself is

Most of the things you’ve heard about this in the a fraud. There was no free float of the Chinese currency.
press—forget. Most of the reports you’ve heard, forget. There was no general devaluation or revaluation, or any-

Now, what you’re faced with, is the following situa- thing of the currency. There was an agreement, under tre-
tion: If the Chinese currency were to collapse, the United mendous U.S. pressure, from the Snow-job administra-
States would collapse immediately. So, you don’t want a tion, the Bush-Cheney Administration. There was
soaring increase of the value of the Chinese currency. Nor tremendous pressure for the Chinese to concede, to have
do you want a collapse of the value of the Chinese cur- some flexibility in the value of the currency, the exchange
rency, either one. You want the currencies, the reserves of rate of the currency. And that was a U.S.-pressed, U.S.-
China, of South Korea, and Japan, for example, to remain demanded concession.
at about their present levels. Some margin for fluctuation And, if they don’t tell you that—tell them, they’re full
is allowable. The margin will have to be determined by of you-know-what. Because it’s not “the Chinese de-
governments, because the fluctuations will have to occur, cided.” The Chinese didn’t decide. They decided to accept
in the overall picture—it will not be a uniform adjustment, a negotiated demand, pressed upon them, by the United
commodity by commodity. It will have to be an adjustment States government.
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The entire process of reform “must proceed in a gradual macro-control very difficult, He Fan said. The RMB apprecia-
tion can help ease this.way,” the Bank stressed, and the reform is not a matter of

the “quantitative adjustment” of the exchange rate, but its
“improvement.” Slow Down Exports

The 2.1% adjustment, small as it is, will have the effectPBOC monetary committee member Li Deshui had al-
ready made a “solemn” declaration on Beijing’s intentions of “slowly slowing down” the rate of export growth, by mak-

ing the RMB slightly more expensive. The biggest problemto keep effective currency controls firmly in place, in a July
22 interview. China’s “last economic and financial defense” with the export boom, is that it is being generated by foreign-

owned enterprises in China, and not by Chinese industry.is the fact that its currency is not fully convertible, he said.
The government will “not easily allow” a change in the Foreign enterprises accounted for 57% of export volume in

2004, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce reported July 12,policy. “There’s more than $800 billion to $1 trillion of
hedge funds in the world and the Chinese financial system and these enterprises employed 24 million people, 10% of

China’s non-agricultural labor force. The revaluation will winis relatively weak,” Li said in an interview with Bloomberg
News, also published in China Daily. “If the yuan becomes Beijing time for internal economic and financial develop-

ment, and help adjust capital flows, by encouraging greaterfully convertible it would be attacked by these hedge funds.
Over the next five years, I do not foresee the renminbi outflows of Chinese investment.

Wang Xiaoguang, of the Economic Research Institute ofbecoming fully convertible,” Li said. “Our banks are not
good enough and the monetary system is not quite up to the State Development and Reform Commission called the

export increases “an ephemeral joy,” and said that slowerinternational standards.”
Li Deshui said that the RMB would be traded against the trade growth in in the latter half of 2005 might pose a severe

challenge to China’s economy. “A strategic transformationcurrencies of China’s major trading partners: “I’m not talking
about just yen, euros, and pounds,” he said. “You name the must occur in coastal China to shake off its excessive reliance

on foreign investment and exports. Stimulating domestic con-currency, it’s in the basket.” No one in Beijing has specified
which currencies are in the “basket” and how they are weigh- sumption and employment is a better choice to resist the slow-

down,” Wang said.ted. China’s main trading partners are the European Union,
the United States, Japan, Hong Kong, the ASEAN bloc, South Xinhua also quoted Fan Jianping, director of the Eco-

nomic Forecast Department of the State Information Center,Korea, Taiwan, Russia, Australia, and Canada.
The timing of the rate adjustment does reflect interna- calling for the government to invest more in infrastructure,

such as transportation, power grids, water supply, medicaltional politics, but reflects, even more, big strains on China
because of the collapsing U.S. economy. Between January care, and education. “It would be safer to invigorate the Chi-

nese economy through domestic investment and consump-and June of this year, China’s exports shot up 32.7% year-on-
year to $342.34 billion, while imports were up just 14%, at tion,” Fan said. He also called for raising Chinese citizens’

incomes. “Although the ratio of China’s fiscal revenue has$302.69 billion. The foreign trade balance shifted from a $6.8
billion deficit a year ago, to a current surplus of $40 billion. risen to 20% of the GDP, the growth in citizens’ income is

left far behind,” he said. Between 1997 and 2003, China’sAs a result, China’s foreign-exchange reserves have skyrock-
etted, to $711 billion, an increase of over $100 billion just in fiscal revenue has grown twice as fast as urban residents’

income, and over three times as fast as rural residents’ income.2005. This rate of increase is nearly double that of early 2004;
if it continues, China’s forex reserves could hit $1 trillion in In an interview with the People’s Daily published July

23, an unnamed PBOC spokesperson said that the RMB ratea year. The U.S. trade gap with China hit a record $162 billion
in 2004, and the National Association of Manufacturers is reform “was necessary for alleviating unbalanced foreign

trade, expanding domestic demand,” and increasing China’ssaying the deficit will hit an astonishing $225 billion this year.
Beijing took advantage of the recent strength of the U.S. relations with the rest of the world. The recent years’ “contin-

uous expansion of China’s double surplus, in current accountdollar and the withdrawal of some speculative capital to make
its quick decision for a slight RMB appreciation, State Infor- and capital account, has aggravated the imbalance of interna-

tional payments.” Changing the exchange rate will helpmation Center economist Dr. Gao Huiqing told the Beijing
Times July 23, according to a Xinhua report. He Fan, assistant China’s development strategy of “domestic demand and opti-

mizing resource allocation; will contribute to enhancing thedirector of the Institute of World Economics and Politics of
the Chinese Academy of Social Science, also noted that China independence of the monetary policy”; will “increase finan-

cial control and regulation; and help maintain a basic balancehad taken advantage of an unexpected opportunity to change
the RMB rate, without giving opportunities to speculators. At of imports and exports,” the spokesman said. Any “major

fluctuation of RMB exchange rate will exert great impacttheir current rate of growth, China’s foreign-exchange
reserves might even exceed those of Japan by year-end. This on China’s economic and financial stability and so does not

conform to China’s fundamental interests,” the PBOCwould push China to the “frontline” of the complicated con-
flicts of international economy and finance, making financial spokesman warned.
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